Abstract. This paper describes the behavior of spherical pulse solutions of semilinear wave equations in the limit of short wavelength. In three space dimensions we study the behavior of solutions which are described by nonlinear geometric optics away from the focal point. With a natural subcriticality hypothesis on the nonlinearity we prove that the possibly nonlinear e ects at the focal point do not a ect the usual description in terms of the Maslov index. That is one has nonlinear geometric optics before and after the focal point with only the usual phase shift of -1. The reason is that the nonlinear e ects occur on too small a set. We obtain a global asymptotic description which includes an approximation near the caustic, which is a solution of the free wave equation.
Introduction
Many recent works have investigated the algorithms of nonlinear geometric optics (see 8] for a survey). These algorithms construct approximate solutions which are accurate when the wavelength denoted by " tends to zero. Most of these articles are valid for wave trains, satisfying the so-called slowly varying envelope approximation. It has been known for a long time that the slowly varying envelope approximation can be violated when studying ultrashort laser pulses (see e.g. 11]). In that case, wave trains are replaced with pulses with length O("). The mathematical study of such pulses is recent, and the construction of correctors and justi cation of the approximation are di erent from the analogous problem for the propagation of wave trains (see 1], 2]).
In the present article, we give a rst result analyzing what happens when short pulses pass through a focal point. We study semilinear wave equations in three space dimensions, with a subcritical nonlinearity. For wavetrains it is known that the caustic does not change the leading order wave train asymptotics away from the caustic (see 7] , 10], 9], 3]). We analyse spherical pulses (Figure1), and show that nonlinear geometric optics, as constructed in 2], is valid away from the caustic. At the focus, the approximation is not good, since the exact solution is a regular function, whereas the pro le of geometric optics is singular. However, this phenomenon occurs in so small a region that the approximation is valid before and after the caustic. As in 6] or in 4], the leading term of the approximation satis es a nonlinear transport equation away from the focal point. In a small neighborhood of the focal point, the exact solution is approximated by a solution of the linear wave equation. In this sense we have nonlinear propagation and a linear caustic. The phenomena in the case of pulses are similar to those which are encountered in the case of wave trains ( 3] ). The detailed description, Theorem 2, in the immediate neighborhood of the caustic is sharper than existing results for wave trains. The analysis is also di erent.
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nonlinear function and the nonlinear optical response of most materials is saturated at large amplitudes, which means that not merely slow growth but even bounded nonlinearities are the most reasonable models.
Consider the initial value problem in three space dimensions, where a is a complex number, r = jxj, r 0 > 0. Hypothesis. The nonlinearity is subcritical in the sense that 1 < p < 2.
The functions U 0 and U 1 are in nitely di erentiable, supported in r > 0, bounded, and, there is a z 0 > 0 so that for all r 0, supp U j (r; :) ?z 0 ; z 0 ]:
The last assumption implies that the initial data are pulse like in the limit " ! 0.
The nonlinearity need not be p-homogeneous, but only p-homogeneous at in nity or even bounded above by a p-homogeneous at in nity. This is so since we study the in uence of the caustic fr = 0g, where @ t u " is large. The results are the same if the nonlinearity j@ t u " j p?1 @ t u " is replaced with ? 1 + j@ t u " j 2 (p?1)=2 @ t u " ; or; j@ t u " j 2 1 + j@ t u " j 3?p @ t u " :
Since the initial data are spherical so is the solution so, with the usual abuse of notation, u " (t; x) = u " (t; jxj); u " (t; jxj) 2 C 1 even in r (R t R r ) : Introduce v " := (v " ? ; v " + ) wherẽ u " (t; r) := ru " (t; r); v " := (@ t @ r )ũ " ; v " 2 C 1 (R t R r ) : The initial data P j and Q j are related to the U j by, P 0 (r; z) := rU 1 (r; z) + r@ z U 0 (r; z) ; P 1 (r; z) := U 0 (r; z) + r@ r U 0 (r; z); (1.5) and inherit the smoothness and compact support of the U j . Taking the focusing into account, a natural generalization for the ansatz (1.6) where the pro les V in , V foc and V out are compactly supported in the z variable. As shown on Figure 2 , V in corresponds to an incoming spherical pulse and V out to an outgoing spherical pulse both generated at time t = 0. The latter pulse never sees the caustic. The V foc term represents an outgoing spherical pulse created when the incoming pulse crosses the focus. (@ t + @ r )V foc = r 1?p g(V foc )(t; r; z 2 ); (V in + V foc )(t; 0; z) = 0 ; V foc (t; 0; z) t=0 = 0 :
(1.9) These in turn are solved by integrating nonlinear ordinary di erential equations along the rays of geometric optics.
The This result asserts that for " small the pulse is described by nonlinear geometric optics before and after the focal point. The only in uence of the focal point on the asymptotic description is the sign change which also occurs for the linear problem. Away from the focus the nonlinearity plays a crucial role as it appears in the transport equations of geometric optics, but for the crossing of the focus the e ects are as in the linear case.
The next result re nes this in two ways. In x3 we will show that the approximate solution de ned above does not give good pointwise estimates for u " t = (v " + +v " ? )=2r. + =2r is a good pointwise approximation for u " t . The factor of r on the right of the second error estimate is crucial. In contrast, ? (v " ? ) app + (v " + ) app =2r is not a good approximation to u " t . In fact we show in x3 that it is more singular than u " t .
In the last section of the paper we apply Theorem 2 to prove that a more natural looking inner approximation near fr = 0g is in fact less accurate.
2. Existence of the profiles Since the pro les are de ned by ordinary di erential equations along the rays, the existence results for equations (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) follow from the theory of ordinary di erential equations. The main point is to show that the time interval of existence includes 0; r 0 ], so that the rst pro le exists past the focusing time ( Figure 2 ). This is achieved in at least the following two cases; when the equation is dissipative, that is, a 0, or when the initial data P 0 is su ciently small. We use an inequality of Haar type for the di erential operator In the latter case there is a rst time, t " such that
We prove that there is a constant C > 0, so that for " < 1 and t t " , kw " k L 1 ( 0;t " ] 0;1 ) C " 2?p : It follows that t " = T . In that case (3.5) is the desired result. We next prove the estimate (3.5). On 0; t " ], w " is pointwise bounded by 2C 0 . Since we know that the family (v " ) app is uniformly bounded it follows that v " is uniformly bounded. As remarked above, this implies that f " is uniformly bounded so Proposition 3.1, implies that kw " (t)k L 1 ( 0;1 ) C "kP 1 k L 1 r + max In fact the two sides are equal except on the small set where both (v " + ) app and (v " ? ) app are nonzero. The two functions are nonzero at most on the union of two isoceles right triangles with side O("). An important one is at the focal point. Less important is the triangle with hypotenuse on t = 0 and centered at r = r 0 . Denote the union of the two triangles by E("). The rst of these estimates completes the proof of (3.5) and therefore the second part of Theorem 1.
For t r 0 ? the second estimate shows that the \so long as" argument can be sharpened by replacing " 2?p in (3.5) by " and thereby proving the rst assertion of Theorem 1. (4.
Remarks
2)
The fact that (v " ? + v " + ) r=0 = ru t r=0 = 0 suggests that there is a better estimate for @ t u " . In fact, the family @ t u " satis es the same pointwise bounds as focusing pulse solutions of the linear wave equation. In particular, for xed ", u " t is bounded Since the derivatives @ t;z V in;foc are bounded, it follows that Figure 3) .
No way
Valid approximation These observations pose the problem of nding a more accurate description near r = 0, that would give at least a good pointwise approximation for @ t u " . That is accomplished in the next section.
Asymptotics near the caustic
We have proved that nonlinear geometric optics is valid before and after the focusing. Though the pulses propagate nonlinearly away from the focus, the crossing of the focus is described with only the phase shift that would be present in the linear case. As in 4], this is called the regime of nonlinear propagation with a linear caustic crossing. The cumulative nonlinear e ects from a neighborhood of r = 0 are negligible. In this section we will prove a stronger result of this sort. There are two important remarks to make about this de nition. The rst concerns the choice t = r 0 in the boundary values at r = " . A more natural choice might be to take the actual geometric optics approximation V in ? t; " ; t+" ?r0 " . The di erence is that in (5.2) the value of t is taken equal to r 0 . However, all these incoming waves are supported on an " neighborhood of t = r 0 and V in t is bounded so the di erence between the two choices is small (see equation ( To estimate write it as a sum (t The preceding section shows that a good approximation for the solution in fr " g can be constructed using the values of the incoming pro le V in (t; r; z) on r = " .
Since this is an inner expansion one might expect that one could or even should use the values of V in at the origin, r = 0. This yields new inner approximations The next result shows that the relative error of this approximation tends to zero as " ! 0, but, at a slower rate than the error for v " Since r " the last term is O(r r 1?p ) = O(r " (1?p) ) : which is smaller than the rst since 1. The proof of the Theorem is complete.
